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Make your storage items disappear fast...
Get them back in seconds, any time you want!

Push-Button Home Storage

Pressure Washer, Vacuum Cleaners Tool Boxes, Saws, Battery Chargers

Fishing Poles, Tackle Boxes

Step Ladders, Step Stools

Tools, Jack Stands, Air Tanks

Floor Jacks, Hydraulic Jacks

Air Compressors (Works in Attic)

Sleeping Bags, Camping Gear

File Cabinets, Archive Records

Nothing beats Versa Lift for safe, easy overhead storage!
This award-winning system lets you store virtually anything
out-of-sight with push-button ease, with no straining or lifting!
Don’t risk serious injury from carrying bulky storage items up
and down stairs. Get the safe & easy home storage solution!
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Business Lifting Applications
Don’t risk employee injury or lost time from
lifting or carrying supplies, stocks, file boxes,
etc. up or down stairs for storage. The pushbutton Versa Lift will transport any load up to
250 lbs. up/down between floors in seconds!

The low-cost Versa

Lift is an ideal way to:

! Move File Boxes to Upstairs Storage Room
! Store Office or Plant Supplies Overhead
! Move Retail/Restaurant Stock Up/Down Stairs
! Lift to a Mezzanine in a Plant or Warehouse
! Store to Loft in Barn, Shop or Storage Bldg.

Take Safety and Storage to a New Level with Versa Lift!

Byers Products Group

P. O. Box 270366
OKC City, OK 73137
Ph: 405-491-8550
www.bpghome.com
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Push-Button Home
Storage System

Versa Lift Mobil Carts:

Check these Versa Lift Options & Upgrades!

Tuff-Cart (for All Versa Lift Models)

AS-24 or AS-32 Auto-Shutter (Models 24 & 32)
The Auto-Shutter is a hinged door panel that
automatically deploys to cover the lift opening
when the lifting platform is lowered. The Autoshutter accessory is required when the Versa Lift
is installed in anywhere children or pets might
have ready access to the lift opening, such as
within the living space or closet of a home, or an
attic space accessible by a passage door within
the home, or on a deck, etc.
Each kit includes detailed instructions and all of
the parts and hardware needed for installation.

Tuff-Cart lives up to it's name providing easy
mobility for heavy loads (up to 250 lbs). Great
for transporting and storing gardening tools,
hobbies, crafts, cleaning supplies, etc. so you
can have everything in one mobile work center!
Stores it in the attic when not in use!

TL-24 Truss Leg Kit

(only for Model 24)

The Truss Leg Kit adapts the Versa Lift 24 to fit
between roof trusses on 24" centers (standard
Versa Lift housing legs will not fit between truss
members, and truss members may not be cut
because each member is a load bearing part.)
The TL-24 Truss Leg Kit includes a specially
designed set of housing legs. Each kit includes
detailed instructions and all of the parts and
hardware needed for installation.

Smart-Cart

(for All Versa Lift Models)

Smart-Cart is elegant and functional. Use it
indoors to serve guests or outside for pool
parties and cookouts! Shelves are lipped all
around, but front lip is lower making it easy to
slide off trays, plates, etc. Easy to clean, won't
chip or rust. Four casters make this cart highly
maneuverable. Supports up to 250 lbs.

PE-23 Platform Enclosure

(for Model 24)

The Platform Enclosure includes two fixed end
walls and two hinged ramp doors. Doors latch
upright to contain objects on the platform for
lifting. When lowered the doors become loading
ramps for the lifting platform, making it easy to
roll carts and other wheeled items on or off of
the lifting platform. Great for lifting household
items like groceries, small appliances, laundry,
firewood, and more! Kit comes complete with all
hardware and detailed instructions.
(Note: Cannot be used with TP24 Treadplate.)

TP-24 Treadplate Platform (for Model 24)
This heavy duty platform cover provides a
durable non-slip aluminum tread plate that
enhances both appearance and performance of
the Versa Lift platform. The TP24 platform
upgrade is ideal for heavy use applications
where the standard platform surface may show
signs of wear and tear. The design also adds
appeal for garage and auto enthusiasts. The
TP24 cover fits over the standard lift platform.
Includes hardware and complete instructions.
(Note: Cannot be used with PE24 Enclosure.)

Versa Lift Awards & Approvals:

Work-Around Cart (for All Versa Lift Models)
Work-Around Cart takes your tools where you
need them. Roll it into the driveway to repair the
family car... Roll it anywhere in the home such as
the bathroom, kitchen, patio or back yard! With
the Work-Around you won't have to keep
running to the garage for another tool!

Visit www.bpghome.com for complete details!

Byers Products Group
Awarded For Outstanding Achievement
in New Product Design and Innovation!
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